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I. 1 [50 points] Rani's utility function isU = X Y', 
where X and Y represent the quantities of the only two goods that Rani consumes. 
The prices of the two goods are p, = $2 and p, = $4. Rani's income is $300 per month. 

(a) Find the quantities of X and Y Rani would consume in order to maximize her utility. 
(b) Suppose p, goes up to $5. What will now be the utility maximizing quantities of consumption? 
(c) Find the Compensating Variation of this price change. 
(d) Find the Equivalent Variation of this price change. 

1.2 [50 points] Widget Corp. is the only producer of widgets in Smalliland. Its cost function for the 
production of widgets is C(Q) = 4'16, where Q is the total number of widgets produced. 

Widget Corp. can sell widgets domestically (where it is the only seller) or internationally (where it is 
a perfect competitor). Trade restrictions prevent the import of widgets and the export of widgets by 
anyone other than Widget Corp. The domestic demand curve for widgets is 

qh= 50 -ph 

where qh is the number of widgets transacted in the home market and ph is the price at home. The 
price at which Widget Corp can export widgets is $10. 

(a) Find how many widgets Widget Corp. would produce, how many it would sell at home and how 
many abroad, and at what prices, in order to maximize profits. 

(b) Suppose the Government of Smalliland imposed an excise tax of $5 per widget produced 
(whether to be sold at home or abroad). Answer the questions of part (a) under this scenario. 

(c) Draw a single graph illustrating your solutions to (a) and (b). 
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11.1 [50points] Continuous time Solow model: Let A(t), L(t), K(t),Y(t) denote the level of technology, 

labor, capital and output produced at time t. 

Assume that technology and labor evolve according to: 

where g, n are the exponential rates of growth. Assume the production function is Cobb-Douglas: 

and capital accumulation satisfies 

where 6 denotes the instantaneous rate of depreciation and s denotes the savings rate. 

(a) Derive the equation that describes the evolution of capital per effective unit of labor 

k(t)= K(t)/(A(t)L(t)) 
(b) Solve for the steady levels of k(t) and output per effective unit of labor y(t)=Y(t)/(A(t)L(t)). 

(c) Plot savings versus break-even investment as a function of k(t). Show the effect of a decrease in 

the savings rate on k(t), the steady-state level of capital per effective unit of labor. 

(d) Plot the time paths of k(t) and output per worker (Y(t)L(t)) in response to a decrease in the 

savings rate, starting from the original steady-state balanced growth path. 

(e) What effect does a reduction in the savings rate have on consumption per capita in the short-run 

and long-run. Does consumption per capita rise or fall? Explain. 



11.2 [50points] Suppose that the economy is described by the following three equations: 

.nt= K X ~  +PEt.nt+l +ut , where x, is the output gap, 

ut=put-l+Et is an AR(1) cost-push shock to inflation with O<p<l. 

IS curve: 

xt  = +(it- Et.nt+l)+Etxt+t+gt 

where g,=p,g,,+v, is an AR(1) shock to the IS curve with O<p,<l 

Monetary Policy: Assume that the monetary authority sets the nominal interest rate path it to 
minimize the following loss function 

(112)Et [ C o ~ < m  Ps(axt+? + ~t+?)] 

subject to the IS and AS curves given above. 

(a) Show that in a model without commitment, optimal monetary policy implies that inflation and the output 
gap satisfy the following optirnality condition: 

Interpret this condition. 

(b) Using this optimality condition combined with the AS and IS curves, derive expressions for inflation and 
the output gap as functions of the underlying shocks to u, and g,. 

(c) Provide algebraic expressions for the standard deviation of output and inflation as a function of the 
standard deviations of the underlying shocks ou=d(var(ut)) and ~,=d(var(~,)). 

(d) In what sense does this model imply a tradeoff between inflation and output variability? Would there still 
be such a tradeoff if ou=O? Explain. 
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PART 111: STATISTICS AND ECONOMETRICS (2 QUESTIONS) 

111.1. [50 points] Let X, ,..., X,, be a random sample of size n=10 fiom a normal random variable X. The 
- 

sample mean and second moment are X = n" En Xi =0.56 and X' = n-' En x,? =l.  13. 
r = l  r=l 

a) Assume that Var( X )=I. Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean of X . Carefully explain 
your answer. 

b) Now assume that Var( X ) is unknown. Construct a 95% confidence interval for the mean of X . 
Carefully explain the differences in your answer to parts a) and b). (Hint for a) and b): use the 
attached statistical tables.) 

111.2 [50 points] 

(a) Explain what the Chow test does. Provide the formula for the test statistic, its distribution and 
explain the theory behind it. 

@) Suppose I am interested in analyzing the relationship between two variables y and x. The null 
hypothesis is y is linearly related to x. The alternate hypothesis is that the relationship is piecewise 
linear with a kink at xo (see attached diagram). How will I go about testing the null against the 
alternative using a test of structural change framework? In answering this, please provide the 
unrestricted and restricted (linear) models, the test statistic, how you will compute it and finally the 
distribution of the test statistic. (Hint: Consider the variable x - xo as a regressor). 




































